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Chapter 3

Amide I Vibrations in Peptides
Containing Proline

We present a density functional theory based parametrization for studying the
amide I vibrational dynamics (predominantly CO stretching) in peptides and
proteins containing proline. There are existing models developed for determin-
ing frequencies of and couplings between the secondary amide units. However,
these are not applicable to the amide unit preceeding proline in an amino acid
sequence because it is a tertiary amide unit. Therefore, a new parametrization
is required for infrared-spectroscopic studies of proteins that contain proline,
such as collagen, the most abundant protein in humans and animals. Here,
we construct the electrostatic and dihedral maps accounting for solvent and
conformation effects on frequency and coupling for the tertiary amide unit.
We examine the quality and the applicability of these maps by carrying out
spectral simulations of a number of peptides with proline in D2O and compare
with experimental observations.

This work has been published in J. Chem. Phys. 135, 234507 (2011)
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3.1 Introduction

Investigating the three dimensional structure and dynamics of proteins is
crucial to understand their biological functions. Numerous experimental
techniques allow the examination of the complex structures of proteins
and their conformational changes over a wide range of time scales. For
example, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR [116, 117]) is extensively used
for atomistic structure determination in solution and probing folding or
unfolding dynamics on microseconds and longer time scales [17, 118]. Other
techniques, such as small angle X-ray scatering [119, 120], circular dichroism
[121], fluorescence [21], Raman [122], Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
and two dimensional infrared (2DIR) [25, 35, 123, 124] spectroscopy are
excellent complementary tools that provide insights on local and global
structure and dynamics.

Infrared spectroscopy is a great tool for studying local secondary structures
of proteins, i.e. α-helix and β-sheet structures [24], which are stabilized by
the hydrogen bonding between carbonyl groups and amide hydrogens. The
stretching vibrations of these carbonyl groups form the amide I band (1600-
1700 cm−1) which exhibits strong infrared absorption. The amide band for
an α-helix is located between 1640 cm−1 and 1660 cm−1 with two subbands
(A and E1) separated by 10 cm−1, while for a β-sheet structure two peaks
are observed at 1640 and 1680 cm−1 [45, 66, 67]. The 2DIR technique
distinguishes β-sheet structures by producing Z shape like spectra [68, 69]
when this particular structural motif is present. In the past decades a
number of 2DIR studies have been reported of peptides and proteins in so-
lution [36–50] or confined in membranes [51–55], revealing structural details
and conformational changes from femtosecond (fs) to nanosecond (ns) time
scales, and the nature of dynamic environments. For the structure determi-
nation of peptides that are in gas phase or micro-solvated (surrounded by
few solvent molecules) the mid-infrared spectroscopic technique has become
a promising tool [125–128].

Interpreting experimental 2D spectra is a great challenge and modeling of
the amide I band is required to understand the spectra. Exisiting mixed-
quantum classical models which describe the frequency and interaction of
amide vibrations located at each peptide site of a protein are applicable to
all proteinogenic amino acids except proline. Here, we present a model to
describe the amide I vibrational dynamics of proline containing proteins.
Proline is a unique amino acid because the side chain binds to its backbone
nitrogen forming a tertiary amide unit, which results in a lower vibrational
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amide I frequency than the secondary amide I unit found in other amino
acids. Proline is typically located in γ- and β-turns of proteins and plays an
important role in determining folding rates of proteins [129, 130]. Proline
is an integral amino acid in proteins in connective tissue such as elastin and
collagen. Proline doesn’t typically contribute to the standard delocalized
amide I vibrational modes, because of its site frequency shift, and therefore
it is generally considered to be more of a local mode. To study the amide
I vibrations in proteins with proline we have constructed a Density Func-
tional Theory (DFT) based parametrization for the vibrational properties
of the tertiary amide unit.

For the secondary amide units there are already existing frequency and cou-
pling maps [78–91]. N-methyl acetamide (NMA), a simple model system
for a single secondary amide unit, was considered to construct these maps.
For example, for the Cho4 map [80] restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) calcu-
lations were carried out on NMA-D in water molecules with the CHELPG
charges [131] and the frequency was correlated with the electrostatic po-
tential at C, O, N, and D atoms. The construction of the Skinner map [82]
is based on DFT calculation at B3LYP/6-3111G** level of theory on the
deuterated NMA (NMA-D) surrounded by TIP3P water molecules [132].
The frequency was considered to be a linear function of the electric field at
the C, O, N, and D atoms due to charges from the water molecules. An
electrostatic map was constructed where the frequency was correlated with
the electric field and electric field gradients at C, O, N, and D atoms of the
NMA-D molecule [86]. This map may be considered transferable because
general point charge environments were considered instead of a particular
solvent force field. The transferability was tested by simulating NMA-D in
a number of solvents and comparing with experiments. The mapping was
found to work well in polar solvent, but fail in non-polar solvent where the
direct electrostatic effects are less dominant.

To describe the interaction between the amide I modes, the electrostatic
map was later combined with maps describing the nearest neighbor in-
teraction (Ramachandran angle based nearest neighbor frequency shifts
(NNFS) and nearest neighbor coupling (NNC)) as well as the long range
through space transition charge coupling (TCC) [87]. In predicting spec-
tral line shapes this combined parametrization works in excellent agreement
with the experiments, apart from a systematic shift in the peak position
[46, 49, 90, 133]. Recently, empirical maps [91] have been developed for
the amide I vibrations in the backbone and side chains of proteins. This
was done using the experimental spectra and the vibrational life time of
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NMA and acetamide in both polar and non-polar solvents. However, all
the maps reported till now are applicable to a secondary amide unit, and
thus not to the tertiary amide unit in proline. Here, we construct the
electrostatic map for the solvent effect, nearest neighbor maps, and long
range TCC map for proline using the mapping methods essentially identi-
cal to those reported in Ref. 86, 87. We can use this parametrization to
simulate infrared spectra for proteins with proline to reveal the structural
and dynamical information, especially related with the hydrogen bonding.
Applying these maps we carry out spectral simulations of a number of pro-
line containing peptides: AcP (N-Acetyl-LPro-COOH), VP (N-Acetyl-Val-
LPro-COOH), PG (N-Acetyl-LPro-Gly-COOH) and the β-hairpin peptide,
PG12 (Ac-RYVEV-DPro-GKKILQ-NH2) [43]. We compare the simulated
FTIR and 2DIR spectra with the experimental ones to examine the fre-
quencies and line shapes and determine the quality of the maps and to
what extent these can be applied to other proteins and peptides containing
proline.

The remainder of this chapter is outlined as follows. In Section 3.2 we
introduce the theory and the methods used to construct the map. In Section
3.3 we compare between simulated and experimental spectra and discuss
the applicability of the maps. Finally, we draw conclusions in Section 3.4.

3.2 Theory and Methods

Modeling of the amide I band of a peptide requires treatment of the elec-
trostatic interaction between amide I oscillators and solvent molecules as
well as interactions between the oscillators of the peptide. The electrostatic
interaction within the peptide can be broken down into two parts: nearest
neighbor and long range interactions. Based on these interactions frequen-
cies of and couplings between the amide I oscillators are calculated. The
following floating oscillator Hamiltonian is generally employed to represent
a system of N amide I oscillators [25].

H(t) =

N∑
i=1

[
ωi(t)b

†
ibi−

∆i(t)

2
b†ib
†
ibibi

]
+

N∑
i,j

Jij(t)b
†
ibj+

N∑
i=1

~µi(t)· ~E(t)

[
b†i+bi

]
(3.1)

Here, i labels the amide I units counting in the direction from the N-
terminus to the C-terminus of a peptide. b†i and bi are the Bosonic creation
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and annihilation operators for the amide I vibration on site i. ωi(t) and
∆i(t) are the fluctuating frequency and anharmonicity, respectively, of the
ith site, Jij(t) is the fluctuating coupling between the ith and the jth site.

The external electric field ~E(t) interacts with the system through its tran-
sition dipole ~µi(t). The site frequency ωi(t) is expressed as

ωi(t) = ωgas
i + δωsolvent

i (t) + δωNN
i (t) (3.2)

ωgas
i is the frequency of the ith amide I oscillator without the influence

from surroundings and non-nearest neighbor protein units. δωsolvent
i (t) is

the frequency shift due to the interaction between the oscillator and the
solvent. δωNN

i (t) is the frequency shift due to the influence from the nearest
neighbors (site i−1 and i+1). Except the nearest neighbors the peptide is
treated as a part of the solvent. We predict the solvent shift and the nearest
neighbor shift using an electrostatic map [86] and a dihedral angle based
map [87], respectively. The coupling, Jij has two parts: nearest neighbor
coupling for j = i ± 1, and long range coupling for other j, treated with
the TCC scheme [87, 134].

3.2.1 Electrostatic map for proline

To construct the electrostatic map we chose the N-N-Dimethyl acetamide
(DMA) molecule which is obtained by truncating the proline ring (see Fig.
3.1a). This was done because the truncation of the ring hardly affects the
gas phase amide I frequency except for a small systematic shift. Using the
smaller molecule reduces computational costs. However, the full ring was
included while considering the nearest neighbor map, where it is important
to account for the rigidity of the proline ring.

Figure 3.1: The DMA molecule (right): truncation of the proline ring (a
to b). CO is pointing along the x axis.
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Density functional theory (DFT) based geometry optimization of DMA
was done with the ORCA package [135] using the Def2-TZVP basis sets
[136, 137] and the revised Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (RPBE) exchange cor-
relation functional [138, 139]. At the same level of theory, normal modes
and frequencies were obtained constructing the Hessian calculated numer-
ically by distorting the geometry from its equilibrium. In this procedure
all the methyl groups were frozen and the position of the carboxyl carbon
and oxygen as well as the nitrogen were varied. The methyl groups were
fixed to make sure that the same amide normal mode can be used in further
calculations. To construct the amide I Hamiltonian the following procedure
was followed. A potential energy surface (V (r)) was obtained as a function
of the distortion from the equilibrium geometry with a step size of 0.06 Å
using the amide I normal mode. V (r) was expanded in a Taylor series upto
6th order.

V (r) = V0 +

6∑
n=1

Vnr
n (3.3)

Using a least-square fit the coefficients were extracted. Then, the Hamil-
tonian (H = P 2

2m + V (r)) was obtained by transforming the coordinate (r)
and the momentum (P ) to b and b† [140, 141]. This Hamiltonian was then
expanded using the lowest 21 harmonic basis functions. Diagonalizing the
Hamiltonian we obtained the eigen frequencies and vectors for the ground
state (g) and the singly (e) and doubly (f) excited states. Using the first
order derivative of the dipole moments obtained from DFT calculations

and the dipole operator, ~µ = ~µ0 + ∂~µ
∂r

√
~

2mω (b† + b), the transition dipole

moments (µeg, µfe, and µfg) were calculated.

In order to model the solvent shift we followed a Stark shift based method,
where, the change in a molecular quantity (δΩ) (frequency shift, transition
dipole moment, etc) can be expressed as

δΩ = 〈CΩ|E〉. (3.4)

Here, |E〉 is a vector with electric field parameters and |CΩ〉 is the map
vector. We considered the x and y components of the electric field and
the zz and xy components of the electric field gradient (∂Ez

∂z and
∂Ey

∂x ) on
the C, O, N, and Cδ atoms of DMA (Fig. 3.1a) to parametrize the map.
Here, x, y, and z refer to the axis system fixed to the molecular frame
as shown in Fig. 3.1b. For constructing the map, the fundamental (ωeg)
and overtone (ωfg) frequencies and transition dipole moments µeg, µfe,
and µfg were calculated in the gas phase as well as in 74 different point
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charge environments to make sure that all the electric field and gradient
components were sufficiently sampled. We applied both the least squares
fit (LSF) method and the singular value decomposition (SVD) method to
fit these molecular properties to the electric field and gradient components.
The purpose of using two different fitting methods is to check if there
exist any linear dependencies of the fit coefficients [86]. In case of linear
dependencies the fit constants will get large values in the LSF method
and smaller values in the SVD method. We found almost identical fit
coefficients (|CΩ〉), which shows that there is no linear dependency. The
LSF coefficients (listed in Table 3.5 and Table 3.6 in Appendix) will be
used later as the map coefficients.

We note here that the experimental gas phase frequency of DMA (1690
cm−1 [142]) was underestimated in the DFT calculation by a factor of
1.0157. Hence, this factor was used as a scaling factor for the calculated
frequency to reproduce the gas phase experimental frequency. After this
scaling, the frequency for the doubly excited state was estimated to be
3366.09 cm−1. The corresponding anharmonicity, ∆ is then 13.9 cm−1.
We have made a comparison between frequencies obtained from the DFT
calculations (ωDFT) and frequencies calculated using these map coefficients
(ωtert

Map) for the 74 charge environments (Fig. 3.2a). We find a strong correla-
tion between the frequencies calculated with both methods, demonstrating
that the DFT frequencies are well represented by the map. We compared
this map with the map developed for the secondary amide I unit [86], but
with a shifted gas phase frequency from 1717 cm−1 (experimental gas phase
frequency of NMA-D [143]) to 1690 cm−1. The frequencies estimated from
the map for the secondary amide I unit (ωsec

Map) are compared with ωDFT

in Fig. 3.2b. While the overall behavior is quite well represented by such
mappings, more outliers are found compared to the new map. The slope
of the line passing through these points is 0.91 and ωsec

Map is still correlated

with ωDFT. Thus, applying a 27 cm−1 shift of the original map and scaling
the frequency shift could be a working approximation. Of course, having
the more accurate new map it is preferable to apply that.

3.2.2 Dihedral map for proline

To construct the dihedral map for proline we systematically chose Gly-Pro
and Pro-Gly configurations. The trans configurations of these peptides are
depicted in Fig. 3.3a and Fig. 3.3b. For both the peptides the Ramachan-
dran angles (Φ = C − N − Cα − C, Ψ = N − Cα − C − N [144]) were
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Figure 3.2: Correlation plots between frequencies calculated with the DFT
method and frequencies calculated with the electrostatic maps: (a) using the
map parameters developed for the proline unit, and (b) using the electro-
static map reported for the secondary amide unit [86].

varied from -180 to +180 with a separation of 30 degree between every two
conformations and each conformation was optimized by the DFT method
for a fixed Φ and a fixed Ψ. The optimized energy landscapes for the
trans-Gly-Pro and trans-Pro-Gly are given in the Fig. 3.3c and 3.3d. The
energy minimum is set to zero. It turns out that for trans-Pro-Gly the
region 90°<Φ <180°is energetically unfavorable due to strain in the proline
ring and the corresponding conformations are unlikely to occur. There-
fore, these conformations were neglected for the coupling and frequency
calculations.

The normal mode frequencies and vectors were calculated for all the opti-
mized conformations. Hessian reconstruction [81] was employed to obtain
site frequencies and couplings between the neighboring sites. The magni-
tude of the CO stretch vibration was used to obtain the eigenvector matrices
needed in the reconstruction [83]. All frequencies for the secondary amide
unit (site i-1 and i+1 in Fig. 3.3a and 3.3b) and the tertiary amide unit
(site i in Fig. 3.3a and 3.3b) were scaled with a factor of 1.02157 and
1.01864, respectively. This was done because in the DFT calculations the
NMA and DMA gas phase frequencies (here methyl groups were not fixed)
were underestimated by these factors compared to the experimental ones.
The couplings were scaled with the average factor (1.020105). Although
the change in the couplings due to this scaling is not significant, we scaled
them for consistency. The couplings between site i-1 and i and between
site i and i+1 are depicted in Fig. 3.3e and Fig. 3.3f, respectively. The fre-
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Figure 3.3: The Gly-Pro (left) and Pro-Gly map (right) for the trans-
configuration: structure and energy landscape (Hartree) of trans-Gly-Pro
(a and c) and trans-Pro-Gly (b and d). Couplings (cm−1) between site i
and site i − 1 (e) and between site i and site i + 1 (f). Frequency shift
(cm−1) of site i − 1 from the NMA gas phase frequency due to the site
i (g). The frequency shift (cm−1) of the site i from the DMA gas phase
frequency due to the site i+ 1 (h) and site i− 1 (i). The frequency shift of
site i + 1 from the NMA gas phase frequency due to site i (j). The black
shaded region (f, h and j) is the energetically unfavorable zone which is
unlikely to be encountered in simulations.
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quency shifts of the oscillators i-1 and i+1 were calculated by subtracting
the NMA gas phase frequency (Fig. 3.3g and 3.3j) and for the frequency
shift of site i the DMA gas phase frequency was subtracted (Fig. 3.3i
and 3.3h). The couplings and frequency shifts for the cis-configurations
were also obtained. These can be found in the supplementary material
[98]. The couplings are stronger for the trans-configurations than the cis-
configurations. These dihedral maps are for L-proline and can be converted
to the maps for D-proline by Φ→ −Φ and Ψ→ −Ψ transformations.

Proline can be found in an α-helical or β-sheet structure forming a turn,
where the corresponding Ramachandran angles [145] are approximately, Φ
= -61◦, Ψ = -35◦ and Φ = -65◦, Ψ = 150◦, respectively. For another fre-
quently occurring structure, prolyproline II (PPII [146]) the Ramachandran
angles are around Φ = -75◦ and Φ = 145◦. We have extracted the couplings
between two nearest neighbor sites and their frequency shifts (δωC: shift of
the first one induced by the second one, and δωN: shift of the second one in-
duced by the first one) from the dihedral maps (NNPro-Gly) and NNGly-Pro)
as presented in Fig. 3.3(c-j) and also from the dihedral maps developed on
glycine dipeptide (NNGly-Gly[87]). From Table 3.1 it appears that the cou-
plings extracted from both maps are found to be within 0.9 cm−1 of each
other. The difference in frequency shifts is larger, typically with a signifi-
cant red-shift of the amide I frequency of proline. In an experimental 2DIR
study of alanine dipeptide [147], the coupling between two amide units was
reported as 1.5 ± 0.5 cm−1. The peptide is thought to exist in the PPII

conformation for which our mapping predicts a coupling of 3 cm−1. In re-
ality, of course, in solution a broad distribution of conformations exists and
the exact weight of those is difficult to predict [60]. Therefore, verifying the
map against gas phase measurements [125–128], where the conformation is
well known, will be more reliable.

3.2.3 The Transition Charge Coupling map

The transition charge coupling model [87, 134] is based on the electrostatic
interaction between the charge clouds in the vicinity the site oscillators. A
point charge approximation of the charge clouds is made, i.e. the point
charges are positioned on the atomic sites. Therefore, the charge density
in the vicinity of a site oscillator i, can be expressed as

ρ(xi, ri) =
∑
j

δ(ri − rj(xi))(Qj + δQj). (3.5)
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NNGly-Gly NNGly-Pro NNPro-Gly

αhelix

JNN 2.77 2.90 2.60
δωC 8.97 0.48 -2.71
δωN 13.24 -14.3 4.87

βSheet

JNN 4.13 3.60 4.26
δωC 5.15 -2.07 -11.99
δωN 11.69 -11.57 1.86

PPII

JNN 3.28 2.70 3.15
δωC 2.58 -3.80 -12.55
δωN 7.96 -14.84 0.90

Table 3.1: Comparison between the nearest neighbor dihedral maps devel-
oped on glycine dipeptide and proline containing dipeptide, respectively. The
couplings and the energy shifts are given in cm−1.

Here, rj(xi) is the position vector of the jth atom while xi, Qj , and δQj are
oscillator displacement, partial charge of the jth atom, and the derivative
of the partial charge with respect to the oscillator coordinate, respectively.
The position vector is evaluated as rj(xi) = rj(0) + xiv

i
j , where vij is the

normal mode coordinate for the jth atom of the ith oscillator. Now, the
coupling between the non-nearest neighbor sites, site i and site j is

JTCC
ij =

1

4πε0

[
∂2

∂xi∂xj

∑
k,l

(Qk + δQkxi)(Ql + δQlxj)

|rk(xi)− rl(xj)|

]
xi=0,xj=0

. (3.6)

For the TCC parametrization of proline amide unit, we used the Mulliken
charge analysis of the DMA molecule to estimate the partial charges of
its atoms. The partial charges of the atoms of each methyl group were
summed up and assigned to the carbon atom to which these are covalently
connected. All methyl groups were kept frozen while calculating the normal
modes required for this model. The TCC parameters (transition charges
and normal mode coordinates) are listed in Table 3.7 in Appendix. In the
original TCC model [134] a parametrization for NMA-D was obtained with
the B3LYP exchange correlation functional. The parameters obtained here
for DMA with the RPBE functional are quite different, even in the partial
charges, because of the replacement of the deuterium with a methyl group.
This also results in differences in the normal mode coordinates. The actual
numbers are compared in Appendix (Table 3.7).
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3.3 Validation of the map

3.3.1 Experiments

FTIR and 2DIR experiments were performed on four peptides: AcP, VP,
PG, and PG12. AcP was synthesized and purified by Sigma-Aldrich, Saint
Louis MO. VP and PG were synthesized and purified by NeoBioScience,
Cambridge MA. PG12 was synthesized and purified by the MIT Biopoly-
mers Laboratory, Cambridge MA. All samples were lyophilized repeatedly
against a solution of DCl in D2O, Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, An-
dover MA, to remove trifluoroacetic acid and acidic protons. Finally the
AcP, VP, PG and PG12 samples were dissolved in pH = 1.0 DCl in D2O
at a concentration of 15 mg/ml, pH = 1.0 DCl in D2O at a concentration
of 15 mg/ml, and pH 3.85 deuterated acetate buffer at a concentration of
10 mM, respectively.

The sample cell used for all measurements consisted of a brass sample holder
that held two 1 mm thick CaF2 windows that were placed on either side
of a 50 micrometer Teflon spacer. The brass sample holder was mounted
inside a brass cooling jacket that was thermally regulated to T = 10◦ C
by a recirculating water chiller. Infrared absorption spectra were collected
using a Thermo Scientific Nicolet 380 FTIR Spectrometer. The spectra for
the deuterated AcP, VP, and PG were acquired at a spectral resolution of
2.0 cm−1 and averaged over 64 one-second scans. The AcP, VP, and PG
2DIR data were collected as described previously [106], using a rephasing
evolution time of t1 = 3.1 ps and a nonrephasing evolution time of t1 = 2.5
ps in 4 fs time steps. The PG12 data was collected as described in Ref. 43.

3.3.2 Simulations

The structures of AcP (Fig. 3.4a), VP (Fig. 3.7a) and PG (Fig. 3.8a)
were built using the Gabedit software [148] and then optimized with the
DFT method using the same basis sets and exchange correlation function
as used for constructing the proline map. These optimized structures were
used as the initial structures of MD simulations. For PG12 (Fig. 3.10a),
the initial structure was taken from a set of NMR structures provided by
Prof. Samuel Gellman at the University of Wisconsin, Madison. All three
peptides were solvated in D2O to mimic the experiments and all the acidic
protons were replaced with deuteriums. PG12 has two lysine, one arginine
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and one glutamic acid, which have charged side chains under the experi-
mental conditions (pD 4.25). The total formal charge of the system is +2.
Two chlorine ions were added to keep the system neutral in the simulation.
All the solvated systems were subjected to MD simulations performed with
Gromacs-4.0.7 [149]. The all atoms OPLS force field [150] was used to
describe the peptides and for the water the SPC/E force field [151] was
used. The MD simulations were done with 2 fs time steps using the LINCS
algorithm [152] to constrain all bond lengths. For the long range electro-
static interactions a cut-off of 1.4 nm was employed with the reaction field
method. The trajectories of all three peptides were obtained in the canoni-
cal (NVT) ensemble at 300 K. The Nośe-Hoover thermostat [153, 154] was
used to couple the system to a constant temperature bath (300 K). The
length of each trajectory was 10 ns, where the last 8 ns was used for the
spectral simulations. For all trajectories snapshots were saved every 20 fs
and for every snapshot the Hamiltonian (Eq. 3.1) was constructed. For
a secondary amide unit the parametrization reported in Ref. 86, 87 was
used, while the new parametrization developed for proline was used for a
tertiary amide unit. The time dependent Hamiltonian was used in spectra
calculations with the Numerical Integration of the Schrödinger Equation
(NISE) scheme [100, 101]. In this scheme the Hamiltonian is considered
to be constant for short time intervals (20 fs) during which the time inde-
pendent Schrödinger equation can be solved. The time evolution for the
total time is determined by the successive propagation during the short
time intervals. Linear and nonlinear response functions are then calculated
to obtain FTIR and 2DIR spectra. An ad hoc vibrational lifetime (1 ps)
[105] is accounted for in the spectral simulations.

The line shape analysis of FTIR or 2DIR spectra give a quantitative com-
parison between simulations and experiments [108, 109, 155]. Here, we
analyze the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of FTIR peaks, diago-
nal (DW) and anti -diagonal width (ADW) of 2D peaks, and nodal slopes.
We define DW as the FWHM of the slice through the maximum intensity
of the diagonal peak of a 2D spectrum. ADW is the FWHM of the slice
through the diagonal peak in the anti -diagonal direction centered at a par-
ticular ω1. The nodal slope is the slope of the nodal line passing between
the diagonal and overtone peak, where the intensity is zero.
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Figure 3.4: Trans-AcP (a) and its linear absorption spectra at low pH(b).
The arrows indicate the origin of the absorption peaks.

3.3.3 Results and Discussion

AcP contains a single amide unit and can be used to validate only the elec-
trostatic map for proline. The simulated FTIR spectrum of this peptide
is compared with the experimental one in Fig. 3.4b. The experimental
spectrum has two peaks: the first one centered at 1607 cm−1 corresponds
to the proline amide I vibration and the second one centered at 1711 cm−1

corresponds to the CO vibration in the acid carboxyl group. The latter is
not included in our spectral simulation and we get a single peak due to the
proline amide unit. The simulated spectrum is red shifted by 31.7 cm−1

to match the experimental peak position for the proline amide unit. Apart
from this shift and slightly smaller asymmetry than the experimental spec-
trum, the line shape of the simulated spectrum (FWHM = 29.5 cm−1) is in
good agreement with the experimental one (FWHM = 30.1 cm−1). We note
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here that the FTIR peak for NMA-D in D2O is almost as broad (FWHM
= 27.8 cm−1 [86]) as for AcP. The origin of the discrepancy between the
experimental and simulated frequencies observed for AcP and for the other
peptides described below is discussed in detail at the end of this section.

Figure 3.5: 2DIR spectra (parallel polarization) of trans-AcP and nodal
lines (red). 20 equally spaced contours are plotted from -100 % to 100 % of
the maximum intensity.

The 2DIR spectra of AcP at different waiting times (t2 = 0 fs, t2 = 300
fs, and t2 = 600 fs) are depicted in Fig. 3.5. The diagonal peak (red)
of a 2D spectrum comes from the stimulated emission and ground state
bleach, whereas the overtone peak (blue) appears due to the excited state
absorption. Here, the shape of the 2D peaks in the simulated spectra as a
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function of waiting time at first glance appear to be in very good agreement
with the experimental one. To be more quantitative, we made a nodal slope
analysis of these 2D spectra. The nodal lines are plotted on the 2D spectra
in Fig. 3.5. We estimated the slope of the nodal lines in the region, 1600
< ω1 < 1620, making sure that the nodal line is straight in this region.
We find an exponential decay of the nodal slope (Fig. 3.6) with a time
scale ∼ 1.5 ps for both experiment and simulation. The small differences
between the simulated and experimental nodal slopes in the early time
regime might be due to slightly slower dynamics of the solvent in the MD
simulation than in reality or by the simple fact that the laser pulses have
a finite pulse duration, while they are taken to be instantaneous in the
spectral simulation.

Figure 3.6: Waiting time dynamics in the 2DIR spectra of AcP from the
nodal slope: green and blue circles are from experiments and simulations,
respectively.

In the spectral simulation of the dipeptides we can combine the electrostatic
and the nearest neighbor dihedral maps. For the VP dipeptide, the exper-
imental FTIR spectrum (Fig. 3.7b) contains two peaks. The peak at 1714
cm−1 originates from the terminal acid carboxyl. Both of the two amide
units contribute to the first peak (1615 cm−1). This is also seen in the
simulated spectrum which has only one peak. Like for AcP, here, similar
frequency shifts of both units (28.7 cm−1) are made to match to the exper-
imental peak at 1615 cm−1. After this shift the frequencies of the two sites
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Figure 3.7: The molecular structure of the trans-VP dipeptide (a) and its
linear absorption (b) and 2DIR spectra (parallel polarization) (c-f). Con-
tour lines in the 2D spectra are plotted as in Fig. 3.4.

are found to be 1609.7 cm−1 and 1614.1 cm−1. The simulated linewidth
(FWHM = 31.9 cm−1) is close to that found in experiment (FWHM =
30.3 cm−1). One possible reason of the same shift for both AcP and VP
can be attributed to the presence of the C-terminal carboxyl group. This
argument will be justified later when we will discuss the spectra for PG12,
where this terminus is absent. The 2DIR spectra of VP at t2 = 0 fs and
t2 = 600 fs are shown in Fig. 3.7c-f. DW and ADW extracted from these
spectra are listed in Table 3.2. The simulated DWs are within ∼2-4 cm−1

of the experimental ones. The simulated and experimental ADW deviate
less than 1 cm−1 from each other.
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Exp. Sim.

t2 = 0 fs

DW 29.7 27.5
ADW 10.4 10.7

t2 = 600 fs

DW 31.7 27.6
ADW 12.0 12.3

Table 3.2: Diagonal width (DW) and anti-diagonal width (ADW) in cm−1

of 2D spectra for VP. ADW were extracted at ω1 = 1614 cm−1.

Figure 3.8: The molecular structure of the trans-PG dipeptide (a) and its
linear absorption (b) and 2DIR spectra (perpendicular polarization) (c-d).
In the 2D spectra the contours are plotted from -100 % to 100 % of the
maximum intensity with a spacing of 8% between the contours.

The FTIR and 2DIR spectra of PG are given in Fig. 3.8b-d. A two peak
structure is observed in spectra: the Pro peak (1607.6 cm−1) corresponding
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to proline amide unit and the Gly peak (1650 cm−1) corresponding to the
amide unit between proline and glycine. The respective frequency red-shifts
for these sites made in simulation to reproduce the experimental ones are
26.6 cm−1 and 12.7 cm−1. One interesting point to note here is that both
experimental and simulated 2D spectra for PG show ridge like cross peaks
around 1613 cm−1 which originate from the coupling of the proline amide
unit to its C-terminal neighbor, i.e. glycine. The two peak structure of
PG and single peak structure of VP may lead to the conclusion that the
coupling of the proline amide unit to the C-terminal unit is stronger than
the N-terminal unit. To investigate that we have compared between these
couplings estimated from simulations. We find that the coupling in PG
has a broader distribution than that in VP ((Fig. 3.9)), though both are
centered at the same position (4.4 cm−1). From the line shape analysis of
2D spectra for PG (Table 3.3) we find that the experimental Gly peak is
well reproduced by the simulation. The simulated DW of the Pro peak is
4-5 cm−1 narrower than the experimental one, while ADW is reproduced
within 1 cm−1.

Exp. Sim.

Pro peak

DW 29.2 24.6
ADW 12.4 11.7

Gly peak

DW 34.2 34.9
ADW 11.7 12.1

Table 3.3: Diagonal width (DW) and anti-diagonal width (ADW) in cm−1

of 2D spectra for PG: experiment at t2 = 150 fs and simulation at t2 = 140
fs. ADW values were extracted at ω1 = 1610 cm−1 and ω1 = 1645 cm−1,
respectively, for the Pro peak and the Gly peak.

Finally, for PG12 with 12 backbone amide I oscillators, all the maps i.e.
electrostatic map, dihedral map as well as TCC map can be applied. The
charged side chain of glutamic acid and arginine also contribute to the
amide I band. In the spectral simulation these two side chain amide I
oscillators and the side chain as well as backbone amide I oscillators of
glutamine are not considered. The analysis for the 5th amide unit (proline
amide unit, refered to as V5) in PG12 will help us understand whether the
shifts of the simulated proline frequency in VP, PG, and AcP with respect
to the experimental ones are due to the presence of the terminal or not. A
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Figure 3.9: Distribution of nearest neighbor couplings in VP and PG.

comparison between the experimental and simulated FTIR spectra is rep-
resented in Fig. 3.10b-e. It turns out that a systematic shift of 14 cm−1

is required for all the amide I site frequencies except for the proline amide
unit to match with the experimental peak (Fig. 3.10b). The required shift
for the proline amide unit is negligible (only 3 cm−1). These shifts arise
because the electrostatic map was developed only considering the amide I
group, hence, the boundary between the amide I groups and the surround-
ing peptide is not well defined. This type of shift was previously observed
in other studies as well [46, 48, 49, 90, 156]. When we take the difference
between the experimental and the simulated FTIR spectrum (Fig. 3.10b),
we find two pronounced peaks at 1590 and 1610 cm−1 which originate from
the symmetric and asymmetric CN stretching vibrations of the deuterated
arginine side chain [157]. To investigate this, we have done a simple mod-
eling of these stretching vibrations by fitting a linear combination of two
Gaussian functions (Eq. 3.7) to the difference spectrum (green curve in
Fig. 3.10b).

f(ω) = αs exp
[
− (ωs

0 − ω)2

2σ2
s

]
+ αa exp

[
− (ωa

0 − ω)2

2σ2
a

]
(3.7)

Here, s and a stand for symmetric and and anti-symmetric stretch vibra-
tion. From the fit parameters (listed in Table 3.4) a FTIR spectrum for
the CN stretching vibrations is obtained and added to the simulated FTIR
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spectrum of PG12, then the total simulated spectrum reproduces the ex-
perimental spectrum in good agreement (Fig. 3.10c).

Parameter Value

αs 0.13
αa 0.18
ωs

0 1590.8
ωa

0 1608.7
σs 10.1
σa 5.6

Table 3.4: Parameters for modeling the CN stretch vibration in the arginine
side chain (Eq. 3.7). ωs

0, ωa
0, σs, and σa are given in cm−1.

The FTIR and 2DIR spectra for PG12 with the V5 isotope labeled with
13C16O are given in Fig. 3.10d and Fig. 3.10f-g, respectively. In the
simulated FTIR and 2DIR spectra, the peak corresponding to V5 (41 cm−1

red shifted with respect to its original peak position due to the labeling) is
clearly isolated from the main band. In the main band of the 2D spectra
a Z-shape like structure is observed, which is consistent with the β-hairpin
structure of PG12. This Z-shape like structure is much less pronounced
than observed for the ideal β-sheet structure [68, 69]. Such features were
also found in the studies of other β-hairpin peptides [40, 46]. In the 2D
spectra in Fig. 3.10f-g ridge like cross peaks appear (ω1 ∼ 1625 cm−1,
ω3 ∼ 1675 cm−1) due to couplings between the amide I oscillators. The
peaks between the V5 peak and the main band in the experimental 2D
spectrum are again due to the CN stretching vibration of the arginine side
chain, which is absent in the simulated spectrum. Both the position and the
shape of the simulated 2D spectrum for the labeled V5 unit fit nicely with
the experimental observations. In the experimental isotope labeled FTIR
spectrum for V5, the peak corresponding to V5 is overlapping slightly with
one of the arginine side chain peaks, and not completely comparable with
the simulated FTIR spectrum. We have therefore obtained the difference
spectrum for V5 by subtracting the unlabeled FTIR spectrum from the
V5 labeled FTIR spectrum, that isolates the spectrum for V5. We have
done this for both the experimental and simulated spectra and compared
in Fig. 3.10e. In the simulation, we predict the line shape of the linear
difference spectrum for the proline amide unit in good agreement with the
experiment.

We will now revisit the origin of the site frequency shifts in simulation of
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Figure 3.10: Main chain of PG12 along with the arginine (R), glutamic
acid (E) and glutamine (Q) side chains (a). Comparison between the exper-
imental and simulated linear absorption spectra of PG12: the arginine side
chain vibration is not included in the simulation (b), while it is included in
the model in (c), the V5 unit is labeled with 13C16O (d), difference spectra
for V5 (e). Experimental (f) and simulated (g) 2DIR spectra (perpendicular
polarization) for PG12 with the isotope labeled V5 unit. In the 2D spectra,
the contours are plotted from -100 % to 70 % of the maximum of the square
root of the intensity with a spacing of 6% between the contours.
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the peptides while compared to experiments. The electrostatic map was
developed on DMA and the dihedral map was developed on the Pro-Gly
and Gly-Pro dipeptides where the C-terminal -COOD unit was absent.
However, Acp, VP, and PG contain the C-terminal -COOD unit, which
can affect the site frequencies. The proline frequencies were red-shifted by
a similar amount (∼30 cm−1) in these peptides. In PG, the frequency shift
corresponding to the Gly peak in simulation is similar to the systematic
shift found for PG12 and has the same explanation. To overcome the
problems with studying a single peptide unit or dipeptides arising due to
the C-terminal, future study with explicit modeling of the C-terminal -
COOD unit is recommended. Otherwise, for a dipeptide, a systematic shift
(as reported for VP) of both sites can be a working approximation when
proline is close to the C-terminal -COOD group. When proline is close the
N-terminal in a dipeptide, the shifts observed in the PG simulation can be
used. We suggest this because, apart from these frequency shifts the line
shape agreement between simulations and experiments are good. In the
case of PG12, proline is situated in the turn and its simulated frequency
is almost the same as the experimental one. Like PG12, our maps can be
applied to large peptides with proline located in the turn, just making a
systematic 14 cm−1 frequency shift of the secondary amide I units, where
no shift of the proline frequency is required. These maps can also be applied
to the gas phase mid-infrared study of bare or micro-solvated peptides to
determine amide I vibrational frequencies and corresponding backbone and
hydrogen bonding structures.

3.4 Conclusions

We have developed a parametrization applicable for studying structure and
dynamics of proline containing proteins. More precisely, the modeling ad-
dresses probing the amide I vibration of the tertiary amide unit. To build
up the parametrization, DFT calculations were used. The frequency of an
amide I unit was modeled by accounting for the electrostatic interaction
between the solvent and the amide I unit in addition to treating the elec-
trostatic effects due to the conformational changes within the peptide. The
coupling between two nearest neighbor amide I units is treated with an
NNC map, for longer-range interactions the TCC map is employed. We
have tested our model by simulating infrared spectra for the single amide
I unit in AcP, two amide I units in the VP and PG dipeptides and finally
twelve amide I units in PG12 and then comparing with experiments. It
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turns out that in all three cases, the line shapes of the simulated spectra
are in good agreement with the experimental observations. In the dipeptide
case, it turns out that proline is more strongly coupled to the C-terminal
neighbor than the N-terminal neighbor in the amino acid sequence. The
largest shortcoming of the model is that the presence of C-terminal -COOD
shifts the proline frequency in simulation by a large amount (∼ 30 cm−1)
with respect to the experimental one. However, when proline is not a
neighbor of the terminal (like in PG12), the shift of the simulated proline
frequency is negligible. Proline is mostly found in the turn of large pep-
tides or proteins and hardly ever located next to a terminal. Therefore,
our model will be a good tool for studying amide I vibrational dynamics of
proline containing peptides and proteins.
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3.5 Appendix

Atom Field c(ωge) c(ωfg)

Gas phase 1690 3366.09

C Ex 4178.94 8655.21
Ey 1045.99 2204.88
Ezz 506.529 1279.07
Exy 2079.24 5696.18

O Ex 416.453 924.028
Ey -1448.31 -3573.18
Ezz -2.61955 58.2984
Exy 1458.73 3493.46

N Ex -812.651 -1953.89
Ey -2351.57 -4550.64
Ezz -475.445 -849.318
Exy 1141.32 3314.71

Cδ Ex 1530.94 3669.27
Ey 733.508 1769.54
Ezz -595.518 -1371.38
Exy 2963.12 7584.79

Table 3.5: The electrostatic map parameters for the oscillator fre-
quency given in cm−1/Eh/Bohr

e for the electric field components and in

cm−1/Eh/Bohr2

e for gradient components.
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DMA

Atom Q
e

dQ
e vx vy vz

Cα(C) 0.015998 0.011574 0 0 0
C 0.159744 0.010457 -0.836 -0.004 0
O -0.347870 -0.044243 0.537 0.023 0
N 0.024241 0.013641 0.099 -0.018 0
Cδ(N) 0.061036 0.003277 0 0 0
Cα(N) 0.086851 0.005295 0 0 0

NMA-D

Atom Q
e

dQ
e vx vy vz

Cα(C) -0.119992 -0.007173 0 0 0
C 0.603948 0.014889 0.730 -0.030 0
O -0.53416 0.018198 -0.430 0.040 0
N -0.515416 -0.015666 -0.070 -0.030 0
D 0.390304 0.000135 -0.100 -0.100 0
Cα(N) 0.175312 -0.010383 0 0 0

Table 3.7: Comparison between the new TCC parametrization for DMA
and the original TCC parametrization for NMA-D [134]. The normal mode
coordinates for DMA and NMA-D are given in the units of the vibrational
amplitude 0.0280896 Å and 0.03 Å, respectively.
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